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Abstract 

A calculation method for quantitative X-ray 
microanalysis (QXMA) for microparticle specimens 
of a compound with various shapes is proposed in 
this paper . On the basis of a simplified physica l 
model, the scattering of electrons in particles 
i s calculated by Monte Carlo si mulation. We have 
derive d a series of evaluation formulae of the 
absorption and fluorescence of characteristic X
ray s for the particles with regular shapes. With 
the use of the se theories, along with an itera
tion calculation, compositions of microparticle 
s pecimens can be obtained from the meas ured X-ray 
intensity ratios. In order to examine the reliabi
lity of the method, a larg e number of electron 
probe experiments and analysis calculations were 
car r ie d out for the microparti c le specimens of a 
variety of geometric shapes, dimensions and com
positions. Agreement of calculated concentrations 
using our method with known composition s of t he 
analyzed particle specime ns is fairly good. In 
practical work, calculation formulae for particle 
specime ns with irregular s hape s can be replaced 
by those of particles with approximate regular 
sha pe s . 

KEY WORDS: Microparticle, quantitative X-ray 
microanalysis, Electron scattering, Monte Carlo 
simulation. 
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Introduction 

In quantitative 1analysis of individual micro 
particles, Armstrong has deve l oped a series of 
theoretical corrections for partic l es of a variety 
of idealized geometric s hapes and an accurate 
experimental met hod . In the present paper, a new 
QXMA method for microparticles based on st ricter 
theories and Monte Carlo technique is introduced. 
This approach is directly applicable to the elec
tron probe analysis of oxide particles, and can 
be easily extended to QXMA of part ic le speci mens 
with arbitrary s hapes . The flow chart of the 
ca lculating program of our method is given here . 

Principle 

Calculation of electron scat terin g and X-ray 
intensity in alloy particl es of arbitrary shapes 

When the electron beam with a certain energy 
bombards an alloy parti c l e (Fig. 1) , the spa tial 
posit ion s and energy di st ribution of the electrons 
and the X-ray production in the specimen will be 
decided by the elastic and inelastic scatteri ng 
of the electrons . The electron scattering, pro
duction, absorption and fluorescence of charac
teristic X- rays are physica l proce sses , which 
cannot be treated by using conventional methods, 
such as the ZAF procedure s . 

The calculation pr oce dures de veloped by us 
are as follows: 

1) Simulation of incident electron beam. An 
ideal focused e l ectron beam has a Gaussian inten
s ity distribution along its diameter, and the 
diameter of the circle containing 80 perc 8n2 of 
the current is considered as the diameter ' . 
Based on thes e considerations, the electron dis 
tribution of incident beam can be simulated by 
Gaussian random number (Fig . 2) . 

2 ) Ste p le ng t h of electron scatterin g. In 
the present study, we use a simp l ified physical 
model to describe t he scattering processes of 
electrons in a target . In this model , the step 
le ngth of electron scattering is fixed, and 
Rut herford cross sec t io n in its s i mplest form is 
expresse d. The calc ul ation approach was estab l ished 
by Curgenven and D~n9umb3, and has been extensive
ly applied to QXMA ' . For the energy range of 
electron beam microanalysis, the di f ferences 
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Fig. l . Electron and X- ray excitation i n a 
particle . 

between calculated results (s uch as the back
scatter coefficient, ~ , and the depth distribu
tion function of X- rays ) using the simplified 
model and 'single scattering model' are very small . 

Bethe's energy lo ss equation for a compound 
is: 

dE 
des E 

z. 
• 1:C . i 

ii A. 
i 

ln ( l.166E ) , 

J . 
1 

(1) 

where N is Avogadro' s number, Z and A. are the 
atomic number and atomic weightiof i aEoms, res
pectively, and J. is the mea n ionization pot entia l. 

The total electron path length ~s is 
calculated by formula ( l ) . We take 1% o~ Bethe 
range es as the step l ength of electron sca
ttering. m 

3) Angular scattering of electrons. Let cr(B) 
be the Ruthe rford cross sectio n, the total cross 
sectio n~ - is obtained by integrating ~ (8) over 
the wholeisolid angle 4Ti 

zie2 2 ,r 
(Ji= ( ~ ) -

c,L ( l+ol ) 
i i 

( 2) 

where d . is the screening parameter of i atoms . 
The rel§tive total section of i atoms in an alloy 
is: c. 

0 it 
i a;. = 

A. 
i 

The normalized value: 

p (Ji t 
= ---i ~ 0 i t i 

expr esses the probability that an electron is 
scattering by i atoms . 

(3) 

The angu l ar distribution of electrons is 
determined by the Rutherford scattering equation: 
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Fig. 2. Electron distribution simulated by 
Gaussian random number. 

& cot (-
2
- ) = P·E 

□ . □□n·z , (4) 

in which Pis the impact parameter, P=P0(R)112. R 
is uniform random number in the range 0-1, we take 
0 .8 74 · z0 ·4;E0 as the maximum collision parameter 5 

P
0

. E
0 

is the primary energy of incident electrons . 

4 ) Calculation of X-ra intensit . Suppose 
that f (x ,y, z is a surface function of the particle 
under the elec tron beam with Gaussian di s tribution, 
the e lectron traj ec torie s in the particle can be 
eval uated by Monte Carlo s imulation from the origin 
of th e primary coordinate f(x 0 ,y 0 ,z 0 ) until the 
e l ect ron leaves the particl e . Thus Ehe s patial 
coo rdinates and th e energy di s tribution of incident 
e lectrons in an alloy particle are obtained . 

Considering th e absorption and fluorescence 
of characteristic X-rays, th s general equation of 
the emitted intensity of X-ra ys of element i in 
s pecimens with arbitrary s hapes: 

where q,. is the probability of a chara cteristic 
X-ray of element i excited by incident electrons 
in particles,~- is the mass abs orption coe 
fficient of theisample for the radiation of the 
exciting element i, s(x,y,z) is the absorption 
path functio n of X-ray photons, and kF is the 
fluorescence coefficient. 

The X-ray intensity emitted from the standard 
sampl e of pure element i is calculated from the 
expression : 

00 

I . = ( q, (pz)exp( -JJpzcsc y,)d fz , 
S . i ) 

0 

in which JJ is the m.a.c. of th e sta ndard sa mple , 

(6) 

pz is the mass depth of X-ra y photons, and t is 
the X-ray take - off angle, i .e., the angle between 
the take - off directio n and the plane of s ubstrates 
for particle specimens . 
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In calculating ~ (e z ) function, the number of 
X-ray s is determined using the ionization cross
section Q(U). The expression is : 

Q(U) = (co nst/U)lnU 

where U is the overvoltage E/Ec' E being the 
critical excitation potential of tRe X-ray line 
of interest. 

The X-ray intensity ratio is given by: 

k. = 
1 

Calculation formulae of s(x ,y,z ) and ki 
It is impossible to derive strict y the 

absorption path function s(x ,y,z ) in eq. ( 5 ) for 
particle specimens with arbitrary shapes. Based 

(7) 

on physical fact, we have ass umed that the X-ray 
photons are concentrated on the axis of th e 
incident electron beam, and therefore derive the 
ca l cu lation formulae of the function s(x,y,z) for 
the particles with the regular s hapes of cuboid, 
cyl1nder 4 el l1pt1 c cylinder , sp heroid and el l1pt1c 
spheroid 

For cuboid ( length=a, width=b, height=c ) or 
elliptic cylinder ( long axis=a / 2, short axis=b/2, 
height=c ) : 

a+b s(x , y , z)=s(z)=z/sin 'f', at z < 4 ·t gf , 

and a+b a+b 
s(z)=4cos t ' at z ~-4- ·tg t, 

For sp heroid (diameter Zr): 

2 2 2 1/ 2 s(z) =( r - ( r-z ) ·cos 't ) - ( r-z )s iny, . 

For elliptic sp heroid ( three axes 2are res
pectively, a, band c ) , let A be (a+b ) / 4, 8 be 
(c -z ) , th en : 

2 2 2 2 2 1/2 s(z)=(((2A ·B·tg~ ) -4 (c +A·tg ~ )( A·B -A• c )) 
2 2 - 2A·B· tg Y,)/ 2(c +A· tg '/' ) . 

It is similarly i mpossible to exactly 
calc ulate the fluorescence coefficie nt kF i n par
ticles of arbitrary shapes. 

Considering the axial symmetr y of primary 
characteristic X-ra y photons and excited fluoresc 
ence photons, we have assumed that: 1) X-ray 
photons have a s pherical distribution in specimens 
and the whole intensities of primary X-rays are 
concentrated on the centre of the X-ray photon 
spheroid . 2) The excited fluorescence photons 
concentrate on the centre of the secondary X-ray 
photons. 

The fluorescence intensity formula for the 
particles of symmetric shapes is derived from 
t hese assumptions (deriving process in the 
Appendix) : 
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i 
l JJj r.-1 
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2 jµj ri 

A. u .- 1 l 67 
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w J T' ·u.=I · e 1 

.![ 
(2 

( 2- J 
0 

J 1 

where C. is the concentration of element j, )Ji is 
the m. a}c. of element i for j radiation, µj id the 
m. a.c. of a sample for i radiation, ri the absorp 
tion edge jump ratio of element 1, w ( J ) the 
fluorescence yield of i radiation, u .. is the 
overvoltage ratio, r is the absorpti6nJpath of 
fluorescen ce photons from the centre of the 
second ar y photons to the sur fa ce of a particle, 
f ( g>) is the integrated variate function. 
l,Z Ther e is a good agreement between the 

fluorescence coeffic ient s calculated using our 
equation and those obtained using the ZAF method 
for thick poli s hed specimens. 

Calculation of alloy particl e concentration Ci 
using Monte Carlo iteration 

Taki ng the normali zed va lue s of t he measured 
X-ra y intensity ratio Mki as the_ first approximate 
values C. of the particle compos1t1o n, the elec
tron sca ttering proce sses in t~e particle sample 
with the assumed composition C. are calculated by 
Monte Cfrlo si mulation, the emitted i nt ensity 
ratio k . is simulta neously determined by us ing the 
corrections of the absorption and f l uor escence of 
characte ristic X-rays mentioned above. 

Usua1l y , there is a certain_differe nce 
be tween k. and Mk , it may be written: 

1 1 

( 8 ) 

Since the X-ra y intensity emitted from 
element i increases with a rise of the concentra
tion of element i in spec~mens, the second 
approximate composition Ci is given by: 

c1 -Akl 
cz = 1 1 ( 9 l 

1 .r, ( Cl- .c..kl) 
1 1 1 

Repeating the calculation process above mentioned 
until the nth iteratio n, for a given arbitrary 
small quantity f , if: 

n n-1, 
Ci - Ci < t ' 

then en is the concentration of the analyzed par
ticle §pecimen . 

Iteration program by Monte Carlo simulation 
We have made the Monte Carlo calculation pro 

gram using WANG VS BASIC langu age . Figure 3 s hows 
the flow chart of a Monte Car lo program. The pro
gram can be applied to t he calcu lati ons of QXMA 
for alloy microparticle s pecimens containing less 
than eight elements. The data files of atomic 
number, atomic weig ht, density, X-ray mass 
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attenuation coefficie nt and the other physical 
constants of 72 elements from beryllium to uranium 
have bee n establis hed in this program, and the 
calc ulation formula e of particle speci mens with 
the regular s hape s of cube, cuboid , cylinder, 
s pheroid, elliptic cylinder and elliptic spheroid 
are given her e . 

The calculation formulae of a particle 
specime n of irregular s hap e may be replaced by 
that of the most approximate re gular shape . In our 
work, t he correctio n calculation for thin film 
samples is see n as a parti cul ar exampl e of a 
cuboid whic h has large enough size so that more 
than 50 µ min its l ength, width, and height 
represents the thickness of film samples . There
fore, the calculation formulae of QXMA for cuboids 
are quite suitabl e for thin films and thick 
polished specimens . 

In this Monte Carlo program, if we let the 
value E be 0.005, usually, the iteration calcula
tion converges quite rapidly. 

EPQA experiments 

In order to examine the reliability of the 
calculation method proposed in this paper, we have 
carried out a large number of experiments of the 
electro n probe quantitative analysis (EPQA) for 
th e Fe-Cr-Ni alloy standar d thick specimen, the 
Fe-Cr - Ni-Co- Si -B alloy sp herical particles, the i' 
alloy particles of cube and cuboid shapes and the 
PbS crystal particles with shapes approximat e cube 
and cuboid . 

Sample preparation and experimental condition s 
The Fe-Cr-Ni standard specimen was prov i ded 

by National Bureau of Standard s (U.S . ) , it i s the 
standard for QXMA experiment. The alloy sphe r i cal 
particles were prepared by us ing the techniqu e of 
argon protection, the f alloy particles were 
made by using the electrolysis extraction met hod 
from the block alloy sample . 

The experimental conditions for the alloy 
standard specimen and the particle specimens are 
indicated i n tables 1 and 2 . Figs . 4 and 5 ar e th e 
micrographs of the spherical particle and th e PbS 
particle . 

Results and Discussion 

The calculated compositions using our me thod 
and the ZAF correction method for the Fe-Cr- Ni 
standard specimen are given in tab l e 1 . Agreement 
of the results calc ulated using the two method s is 
fairly good. The results analyzed by using our 
method for th e sp herica l particles and the PbS 
particles are in agr eement with the tru e concentra
tions of the se specimens , thoug h some systematic 
errors appear here . However, there are some devia 
tions betwee n the calculated results using the ZAF 
procedure and the true concentrations for th e par
ticle specimens ( table 2) , and the smaller the 
size of parti cles, the gr eater is t he calculated 
deviation . 

The emphasis of t hi s paper is to propose a 
series of theories for the QXMA of microparticles. 
However, there is much research work to be done in 
the experimental tec hnique of the QXMA of mi cro-
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particle specimen s . We have analyze d over 200 par
ti c le s of a variety of materials having known com
pos itions and shapes, and have therefore obtained 
s ome experimental rules. Those will be discussed 
in another paper. 

This method can be easily extended to the 
QXMA of oxide particle specimens of arbit r ary 
s hapes. 

EPQA experiments were carried out in JCXA- 733 
Probe, Monte Carlo simulation was calculated on 
WANG VS 100 Computer . 

Appendix 

The solid angle subtended by the annulus in 
Fig . 6 is 2~sin'fd ~. Considering the mass attenua 
tion of characteristic X-ray Ij in the radiation 
pro cess, then the

1
absorbed I. radiation by t he 

thin annulus is (·z1 sin 'fd'f )J-JJ/>Z •sec 'f(µi (>dz . sec 'f)_ 
Let ( be the rate of fluore scence conversion of 
element i, counting the absorption process of 
fluorescence in the particle, hence, the excited 
fluorescence intensity in the annulus : 

1 -µ ozs eC'f -µ pr = -2 E.l .µ . tg r e j r e i d'fdZ. 
J J 

(10 ) 

Integrating eq. (10 ) fur the lower part and 
th e uppe r part of plane EF of th e particle, we 
a rri ve at the total fluor esc ence intensity in the 
particl e : 

Int egra t ion of th e lowe r part 

11 
2 0'D 

) ) 
0 0 

( 11 ) 

(12 ) 

The int egr a ti on limit along coordinate Z, 
0'D=0'A-cos f· Fo r s peci mens wi th arbitrary shapes, 
0' A versus angle j and hori zontal position angle 

(9 ' i.e ., 

0'A = fl (<j>,9-) . 

For the particle spe c imens with symmetric 
s hape s , 

Hence, 

Fl (Cf, 1,-) = Fl ( 'f ) . 

0'0 = Fl ( 'f ) °COS'f 

,r 

I fl = ½ fl / Mj )2 e -µip r tg 'j'd'f 

0 

f l (ljl)c os 'f 
. J e -µ / zs ec 'f dz 

0 
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T 

1 2 
- ' I Pµ ( e-µ1·('r tg ~dlQ -zl j ' j ) ) ) 

0 

-µ . ozsec t0 ( ) J \ 1 d -µ. e zsec r 
J 

If= ½r,lj e-µi pr (2 -

"Tr f ( e-µjt'fl ( 'f )+ e-µ/f2('f) )si nf d 1 ) . 
0 

The product of the conversion efficiency 
factor t and the radiation I . is expressed as 
follows: J 

r.-1 A. u -1 l 67 , _l_W (j) - 1 (- j- ) . I 
ri Aj ui-1 1 

The complet e fluorescence formula is thus : 

(13 ) 

( 14) 

r.-1 A. u.-1 1 67 .- 1- w(j ) - 1 (- J- ) · . e- µ i er. (2 -
r. A. u.-1 

l J l 

,,--
2 
( ( -µ .('f l( 'f ) 
). e J + 
0 

For sp herical particle s pecime ns , fl( ~ )= 
f2 ('f )=r ( radius), then: 

r.-1 A. 
_ 1_ W ( j ) _ 1 

r. A. 
l J 
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Discussion with Reviewers 

P . Stat ham: What is the average computation time 
for correction of a si ngl e particle 7 

Authors : The average computation time is about ten 
minute s in central proce ssor unit (CPU) on WANG VS 
100 Computer for correction of a single particle 
specime n of a compound. 

P. Statham: Have you st udi ed the propagation of 
errors through this procedure so that it is 
possible to quantify the likely er ror if the par 
ticle s hape is incorrectly specif ied 7 

Authors:The error of this correction method mainly 
results from two aspects: (a ) the physical model 
calculating electron scattering and X-ray excita 
tion, and (b ) the correction formulae of t he absorp
tion and fluorescence of X-rays. Usually, the error 
of calculated X-ray distribution function q,( pz ) 
usi ng the simplified model is smaller than 3%7 at 
15-30 keV exce pt heavy e l ement. Since the absorp 
tion and fluorescence effects for particle 
specime ns are very small ( < 1%) , the error due to 
formulae of the absorption and fluorescence can be 
ignored. Consequently, the error of this calcu la 
tion method is lower than 3%. However, a very 
important problem in particle analysis is the 
error from EPQA experiments: t he smaller the 
dimension of particles, the larger is the error. 
When the particles are smal ler in area than the 
diameter of the e l ectro n beam, X- ray intensities 
are very low so that there is a large error due to 
the detection limits of the X-ray spectrometer . 
The particle s i zes (or t he diameter of beams ) and 
s hapes should be carefully measured, otherwise, 
considerable errors can result. For example, we 
replaced 0 . 2 )Jm (particle size) by 0.22 )Jm in 
calcu l ating the compositions of PbS particle 
( table 2 ) , the concentrations obtained are : S, 
0.139 ; Pb, 0.860 . Thus there is 1. 4% abso l ute error . 

R. Sartore : With respect to the application of your 
correction ca lculations to t hin film samples, you 
mentioned the use of a cuboid s tructure that is 
mar~ than 50 microns on a si de as a good example . 
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Input of shape and size of sampl e, energy and diamet er 
of beam, measured e l ements and k.; Read-in phys ical 
constants 1 

Calc ula tion of X-r ay i nte nsity valu es of sta nda rd 
sa mples 

Calculation of the Bethe ranqe and energy loss 

Read-in Gaussian coo rd inates of incident elec tron 
beam 

Monte Carlo 
iteration 
calculation 

No 

alculation of e l ectro n scatte ring and exc ited 
-r ay int ensi t y in sampl es 

No 

Yes 

Calculati on of fluore sce nce correc t ion 
coeffi cie nt kF 

No 

Yes 

Sto re the calculation res ull s in t he data f i le 
and outpu t 

End 

Fig. 3. Schematic flow chart of iterat ion calc ul ation by Monte Carlo s imulatio n for QXMA of 
particle s of arbitrary shapes . N0 is th e total si mulat ed electro n number . 

What is the rang e of t hin film thicknes ses, to 
which your cal culations would be app li cable? 
Would your correction calculatio ns be appli cable 
to film thickne ss in the l micron range? 
Authors: In our method, the thin fil m specimens 
are treated as the peculiar cuboid ones with 
larg e size (more than 50 µ min its length and 
width ) and the height of the cuboid as the thi ck 
ness of film speci mens . In the energ y range 
10- 50 keV of EPQA, this method ca n be appli ed to 
the correction calculations for thin film s with 
thickn ess range of hundred s g to several ~m. 

P . Stat ham: How do your results on particle s com
pare with thos e for sta ndard ZAF but wit h 
normalization? 

948 

Author s : The results calculated using our me thod 
and th e sta ndard ZAF method (with normal ization ) 
a r e given in table 2 for spherical particl es and 
PbS particles . It is c le ar that the smaller the 
size of a parti c l e , the l arger are the differences 
between the compos itions ca l culated using the ZAF 
procedure and the true conce ntrations . The dif 
fere nces are smal l for sp heri cal parti c l es wit h 
a diameter of 1. 8 JJm. 

P. Statham : Have you experienced any problems 
with convergence with your iteration technique? 
Authors : Yes, if the measur ed er ror s of X-ra y 
intensity ratios Mk. are large, there will be a 
problem with conver ~ence . 
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Fig. 4 . Allo y s pherical parti c le micro graph y . 
Diame t er , 1.8 µm; s ubstrate, polished 
graphite piece . 

Voltage Element Meas ured 
(kV) K values 

Cr 0.211 
20 Fe 0.694 

Ni 0 . 095 

Cr 0.213 
25 Fe 0.685 

Ni 0.089 

Cr 0 . 216 
30 Fe 0.672 

Ni 0.08 5 

Cr 0 .21 6 
35 Fe 0 . 664 

Ni 0.081 

Fig . 5 . PbS particle micrography . Shape, 
appro xi mate cube; dimension, 0 . 22x0. 22x0 . 22 ~m; 
su bstra t e , poli s hed graphite piece. 

Calculat ed Calculat ed 
compositio ns composi tion s 
by M.C. me thod by ZAF me thod 

0.180 0 .1 85 
0.708 0 . 709 
0.105 0 . 104 

0.180 0.185 
o. 717 o. 711 
0 . 105 0.104 

0.184 0.187 
o. 717 0.709 
0.10 5 0 . 104 

0.182 0 . 187 
0.704 o. 714 
0.107 0.10 5 

Table 1. Compari so n between th e results ca lculated using Monte Carlo method and ZAF method for the 
Fe-Cr- Ni sta ndard .Actua l cone . Fe 0 . 696-0 . 724, Cr 0 .1 76-0.186, Ni 0.107-0.111. Beam current , 
lxlO-B A. 

P. Stat ham: The fluorescence correction i s likely 
to be s mall yet demands a lot of computation. Do 
your results s uggest any criteria for deciding 
when fluorescence enhancement can safe l y be 
ignored? 
Authors: We have calculated the f luor esce nce 
coefficients for the Fe-Cr-Ni-Co-Si-B alloy 
sp heri cal particles of different sizes . The 
result s show that fluorescence effects can be 
ig nor ed when the particles are small er than 1 µm. 

J . D. Brown: A different approach is generally 
required in particle analysis depending on whether 
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the pa rtic l es are larg er than the beam size and 
thicker than the electron penetration depth or 
s maller than the beam size and thinner than the 
electro n penetration depth . Does th e method 
described apply to both cases and if so what 
changes or pr eca utions are necessary? 
Authors: The method described can be app lied t o 
the correction calculations of both the cases 
you mention, and there is no need of making any 
change . However, it is necessary to perform the 
EPQA experime nt s carefully for the partic le 
s pecimen s which are smaller than th e beam size or 
thinner than the electron penetrati on dept h. 
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Table 2. The results calculated using Monte Carlo method for the spherical particle s pecimen 
and the PbS particle specimens of cuboid and cube. Exp~8imental conditio ns : sp heroid (Fi~

8 
4), 

voltage 15 kV, beam diameter 0.2 ~m, beam current lxlO A; cuboid, 20 kV, 0.15 ~m, lxlO A; 
cube(l) 20 kV, 0.15 µm, lxl0- 8 A; cube(2), 20 kV, 0.3 µm, lxl0- 8 A. X-ray lines used: B, Si, Cr, 
Fe, Co, Ni and 5, k~ ; Pb, L~ . *The calculated values by ZAF method are normalized. 

Particle Element Measured 
dimension k values 

Spheroid B 0 . 004 
diameter: Si 0.020 
1. 8 µm Cr 0.1 39 

Fe 0.045 
Co 0 . 088 
Ni 0. 566 

PbS 5 0.071 
cuboid 
l. 7x0 .95 Pb 0 . 617 
x0 . 95 µm 

PbS 5 0.069 
cube(l) Pb 0.584 
lxlxl µm 

PbS 5 0.008 
cube(2) 
0 . 2x0.2 Pb 0.075 
x0.2 µm 

Electron 

Calculated Calculated Actual 
compo. by compo. by compo. 
MC method ZAF method * 

0 . 021 0.032 0.027 
0.045 0 . 033 0.035 
0.163 0 .14 7 0 . 155 
0.051 0.046 0.052 
0.097 0.103 0.101 
0.623 0.640 0.626 

0 .1 51 0 .08 7 0 .134 

0.849 0 . 912 0.866 

0 . 155 0.089 0.134 
0 . 845 0.910 0.866 

0.153 0.082 0.134 

0.847 0.918 0.866 

Fig. 6. Schematic diagram of exciting 
fluorescence in specimens with arbitrary 
s hapes. 
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